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There once was a donut named Jane. She had no toppings, just plain.
Donut Town is where she would stay....
The other ICED donuts would push her away.
Everyday she’d walk around town....
The others would tease and make her frown.
"Plain Jane!" they'd yell at her... Making her feel lesser than they were.
One day, she sat alone in the park...
The sky suddenly turned DARK.
Rain quickly began to fall.
Scaring the donuts and wetting them all.
Jane looked as the toppings washed away. She never thought she’d see the day.
Under all of their icing, they were only PLAIN.
“YOU’RE ALL JUST LIKE ME!!!”
Shouted Jane.
They quickly discovered that what they were doing was wrong.
They apologized by gathering in song
The donuts then made peace with Jane...
Realizing they were all the same.

THE END.